"Fantastics" Parts Cast
By Socc And Buskin

M' C I H d
The cast and directors of "The Fantasticks"are (seated l. to r.) ISS aro eye,
Miss Peggy Hagler, Miss Charlotte Stephenson, and Sally Wood; (standing l. to r.)
Earl Sumner, Larry Fay, Libby Huffman, Jean Jeffrey, John Hanson, and Josh
~n~~n.(NotPk~~~S~BrownandDa~dFow~~)

SENTINELTakes Honors
At Press Institute
The Kennesaw Junior College student publication, The
SENTINEL, won top honors as the outstanding junior college
newspaper in the state of Georgia on February 21 in Athens,
Georgia. The presentation of this award was made at the 41st
Annual Press Institute of the Georgia Press Association. The
TECHNIQUE, student publication at the Georgia Institute of
Technology, was chosen as the top winner for the senior college
division.
The success of The SENTINEL was evidenced by the fact that
it was awarded a total of five of the honors in the junior college
division. This total was more than any other college or university
in the state of Georgia.
In the general categories, The SENTINEL scored twice,
winning honors as the newspaper with the best campus coverage
in both editorial and feature writing. The judges of the contest
cited the publication's understanding of campus problems and its
ability to deal with them effectively as major reasons for The
SENTINEL's success in editorilizing. They also praised the desire
of the newspaper staff to interest a majority of the students at
the college with a variety of feature writings.
The editor of The SENTINEL, Claire Beale, won the fourth
and fiftb awards for her outstanding achievements in both
editorial and feature writing. Her winning entry in the individual
editorial category was entitled "Election of SGA Officials Should
Be Improved"; and her winning entry in the individual feature
category was entitled "A KJC Student Gives His View of
Vietnam." Miss Beale was the only college journalist to win two
individual awards and The SENTINEL easily won more total
awards than any other senior or junior college newspaper. This
was the first competition for The SENTINEL.
Other winners in the junior college division included the
following: News coverage-The STALLION, Abraham Baldwin
College; and sports, photography and general advertising
excellence-The SOUTH GEORGIAN, South Georgia College.
In the campus coverage awards for the senior college division,
The EMORY WHEEL of Emory University won first place
citations for news coverage, editorials, and general advertising
excellence.
Additional winners were the following: Features-The WEST
GEORGIAN, West Georgia College; sports coverage-The RED
AND BLACK, University of Georgia; and photography-The
SIGNAL, Georgia State College.
The following individual entries won on the senior college
level: Best news story-Steve Stewart of The RED AND BLACK,
University of Georgia; best editorial-Bryce Smith of The
MAROON TIGER, Morehouse College; best feature story-George
Fox of The EMORY WHEEL, Emory University; and best sports
story-Pat Rogers of The RED AND BLACK, University of
Georgia.
Nationally famous cartoonist, Lou Erickson, also presented the
first annual Atlanta JOURNAL "Impact Award" to George
Stuart, editorial cartoonist for the Georgia State College
SIGNAL. His winning cartoon was entitled "Prejudice is a state of
mind-Poverty is real."
Plaques and award certificates were given to the winners in
each category. Those which were presented to The SENTINEL
staff are on display in the newspaper office in the Student
Services Building.

The Socc and Buskin Players have announced the casting for
the spring quarter production of the musical comedy "The
Fantasticks." The selections are as follows:
The Mute: Libby Huffman, a
Mortimer: Sid Brown, a freshnative 01 Marietta and a graduate man at KJC in the arts and
of Marietta High School. Libby sciences program. He played the
formerly danced with the Mari- part of James Tyrone in "Long
etta Civic Ballet but now per- Day's Journey Into Night."
forms ",,:ith the Ruth ~itchell
El Gallo: Larry Fay, a sophoDancers In Atlanta, Georgia,
more at KJC and president of
The Boy: Josh Langston, a the Drama Club. Larry is majorteacher education major at KJC ing in drama and has also
and assistant editor of The
SENTINEL. He has done several preformed here in "Long Day's
high school productions, includ- Journey Into Night" as Jamie,
ing "Camelot," "South Pacific," the wayward son.
and "The Robe."
The production staff has also
The Girl: Jean Jeffrey, also a been selected to direct the
teacher education major at Ken- musical. Miss Charlotte Stephennesaw Junior College. She is a son, instructor of spe~ch and
member of the Drama Club and drama at Kennesaw Jumor Colis active in the music program. lege, will act as director.
Bellamy: John Hansen, a
Miss Carole Hyde, instructor
mathematics major from Sandy of music, will act as musical
Springs, who previously per: director for the production.
formed in the fall quarter
.
.
.
director, MISSPeggy
pro d uctiIOn 0f Eugene O'N eill' s Ha Assistant
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Night."
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Hucklebee: David Fowler, a
Sally Wood and Larry Fay,
pre-ministerial student. He is a students at Kennesaw Junior
sales representative in his spare College, will choreograph the
time and is active in the choral production of "The Fantasensemble at KJC.
ticks." Both have danced profesHenry: Earl Sumner, a gradu- sionally for many years and Miss
ate of Sprayberry High School. Wood is currently performing
Earl is a language and literature with the Marietta Civic Ballet.
major and is an ambitious writer Mr. Fay is also acting as
o_f~~_e_~~a_n_d_s_h_~_s_~_n_~_s_.
t_e_c~_·_~_dir_·_e_c_~_r_f_o_r_t_h_e_S_h~O
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Plans For Spring Festival
Presented By KJC Students
Plans were recently announced for a spring festival to be held
on the Kennesaw Junior College
campus from May 5 through
May 16. The major theme of the
entire program will be centered
around the student.
The idea for the festival was
formulated by students. The
festival will be directed by
students to reflect student life
and student activities. The spring
festival committee is composed
of ten campus individuals, five
students and four faculty representatives from each of the
major divisions throughout our
campus. The chairman of this
committee is a student. The
festival is co-sponsored by each
of the clubs and organizations
on campus.
The purpose of the spring

festival is to promote Kennesaw a spring formal, and several
other activities.
Junior College as an institution
of higher learning, to reveal its
Efforts will be made to make
effects on the community of this spring festival a traditional
greater Atlanta, and to reflect event for the KJC campus if this
the desires and hopes of its year's events are successful.
students. It is hoped that,
through the general participation
The
committee
will be
of all people concerned with this composed of the following five
college, we can create a feeling stu den t s :
Ph y sic a 1
of spirit and cooperation be- education-Tyron
Copeland,
tween the students, the faculty,
Humanities-Claire Beale, Social
nd the community.
' sciences-Sally
Wood,
and
In order to achieve this Natural
sciences
and
purpose, it is hoped that all mathematics-John
Hansen.
students will work in some part Chairman of the student comof the spring festival program. In mittee is Larry Fay. Any student
general, activities will center who is interested in helping in
around art and science exhibits, any way to make the spring
prominent guest speakers, film festival program a success should
series, theatre productions, ath- contact
Larry
Fay at the
letic events, an awards day SENTINEL office in the Student
program, KJC Day, open house, Services Building.

Humanities Division Offers
Two Seminars In English
The Division of Humanities at
Kennesaw Junior College will
offer two non-credit courses
beginning spring quarter, 1969.
The first course will be a
seminar in development reading
and English offered from March
31 through June 13. It will be
presented for freshmen who are
interested in improving their
basic skills in reading and grammar.
This seminar will be directed
by Mrs. Fred Swain, Assistant
Professor of English, and will
meet on Mondays and Thursdays
from 1:00 P.M. to 3 :00 P.M. in
Room 128 in the Humanities
Building.

The study will emphasize
diagnosis of and remedial measures for the individual student's
problems in reading comprehension and grammar as it relates to
written composition. Attention
will be directed to basic patterns
of sentence and paragraph structure.
The second course will be a
seminar on studies in the American short story. It will be
offered from March 31 through
June 13 and will be directed by
Professor David Jones. It will
meet on Mondays and Wednesdays from 1:00 P.M. to 3:00
P.M. in Room 213 in the
Humanities Building.

The study will be concerned
with the chronological development in America of the short
story as a literary form. Fortythree stories representing the
work of thirty-seven writers
from Irving to Updike will be
studied with regard to structure,
character, theme, and style.
Emphasis will be placed on
student discussion and critical·
analysis.
Students who wish to take
advantage of either of these
seminars should obtain a registration form from the Division
of Humanities
as soon as
possible because the size of the
programs will be limited.
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Administors should formulate
an association of [unler colleges
Much has been said concerning features which
should be added to make
this college a better institution.
These
comments
which directly affect the enjoyment and welfare of the
students at Kennesaw Junior College range from the
initiation of an intercollegiate sport program to the
establishment of a campus
clinic.
However, there is another
area of improvement which
also deserves consideration.
This area is the formation
of an association of junior
colleges.
Throughout the state of
Georgia, there are twenty.two junior colleges which,
whether private or state
supported, share the same
basic problems. There are
factors involvingan increase
in enrollment, new curriculum, and a rising demand
for student rights. There are
also dormitory space and
new courses of instruction.
At the present time,

Kennesaw Junior College is
under the administrative
policies of the University
System of Georgia which is
controlled by the Board of
Regents. It is certain that
the administrative plans of
the Regents are keyed to
suit the demands and problems of all the units under
its direction. This includes
not only the junior colleges
but also the senior colleges
and universities as well.
And, because of their size
and enrollment, it is evident
that the Regents must direct the majority of their
plans to these higher institutions of learning.
Recently, student representatives from Southern
Technical Institute in Marietta discussed the possibilities of an association of
junior colleges with student
representatives from Kennesaw Junior College. Although these two institutions have many differences
based on their period of
existence and their particu-

Mike Baker

What doesffMr.Warmth"
have against cars?
Where do KJC's "Bums' Rent-A-Fuzz" get their
authority?
I cannot fully understand why I can't park anywhere
I please without fear of being arrested and harrassed for
the rest of my college career. For example, if I were to
have engine trouble or run out of gas, the most logical
place for me to temporarily leave my car would be here
in the KJC parking lot. It is safe and no one would dare
molest my car knowing about the ever-present, all-seeing
Bums men. But why is it that, when I return the next
day, I find my car has either been tagged with a $1.00
parking ticket or has been towed ...way to some obscure
two-bit garage hidden within the confmes of the
Kennesaw city limits? I could understand such
treatment if perhaps, during the night, the car were to
move up into the quadrangle or were to just sit there in
the parking lot blowing its own hom. But just sitting
there being "sick and on its last leg" presents no major
threat to the security of this property or to the livesof
our own immortal guards.
Furthermore, what's the big hang up on parking in
the "reserved" parking spaces after 6:00 P.M.? A couple
of weeks ago, I was standing by my car when a guy
pulled into one of the reserved spots. He turned off his
ignition and was halfway to the library when "Mr.
Warmth" told him to move his car. When the student
asked why, he was told that the spots were reserved.
The student said that he was merely going into the
library to return a book and would be right back. So, he
was ticketed with a $1.00 fme after 8:00 P.M. Now it
seems a bit ludicrous to me that, since the value and
security of the KJC property and buildings was not
damaged, one must be forced to pay a fine for parking
in a spot that was not and would not have been
occupied the rest of the night.
Okay, so the guards are here to protect the school.
But what measures must one take to protect his car
from the guards? I can understand the reason for a
parking ticket if the student does not have a parking
decal or if he is illegally parked before 6:00 P.M. But
what about after 6:00 P.M.? Quite a few reserved spots
are open.

f)()N7 8URN /7:

lar concentrations of study,
they share many similarities
resulting from their locale
and their future as four-year
institutions. These representatives compared plans concerning an association of
junior colleges. They proposed several of the following interesting ideas:

-An association of junior
collegescould directly benefit the institutions involved
by dealing with only these
problems concerning these
institutions;
-Such
an association
could leave a greater
amount of time for the
senior colleges and universities to better deal with their
own problems;
-Under the direction of
such an association, student
demands could better be
heard and voiced;
-This association could
assistjunior college administrators in collaborating on
major improvements; and
-Such
an association
could create a better atmosA spring festival is being planned at Kennesaw Junior
phere within the Board of
College.
It is being sponsored by students and is being
Regents and result directly
conducted
by students. It is the first such endeavor ever
in improvements for both
attempted
at this college for the benefit of the students.
junior and senior colleges.
Tradition is just beginning on this campus. Already
Also under consideration
we
have a KJC Day and the hopes for a continuing Miss
by these student representaKJc. Clubs and organizations are forming traditions
tives was the idea of a joint
here which will exist only as long as the groups are
meeting of several student
active and supported by the students.
leaders from each college to

Spring festival idea
should be maintained

discuss the problems facing
them in education today.
This meeting of student
leaders would formulate as
a defmite part of the
association and would meet
at regular intervals.
It is unfortunate that
these proposals are simply
in the preliminary stages of
consideration for it is obvious that an association of
junior colleges is needed for
the advancement of all the
institutions involved. It is
hoped that the administrators will consider the proposals when they are formulated by the students. However, it is the responsibility
of the students to take the
initiative.

The students who are formulating the plans for the
spring festival are focusing on a two-fold purpose>.The
first is to present a genuine picture of the true
educational institution of Kennesaw Junior College by
reflecting the students in the activities of the festival.
And second, it is to establish some sort of cultural and
educational tradition around which the students can
associate each year.
Many students complain about the apathy which
occasionally runs rampant on this campus. However, it
is often the most unconcerned students who complain
and seem to want the most from the college.
Now the planning stages are getting underway for the
spring festival and when all is complete the entire
student body will be called upon to participate in the
activities. The success or failure of the entire festival
program will depend upon the response of the students.
It is up to the students to assume the responsibility to
participate as much as possible in any activity in the
spring festival and assist in establishing this event as a
permanent tradition at Kennesaw Junior College.
,
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An Open Letter
Larry Fay
To Whom It May Concern:
If, by chance, you have afforded yourself the
opportunity of reading your prominent SENTINEL,
you have no doubt noticed that there is an undercurrent
of unrest on the campus. The normal, happy marriage
that should exist between faculty and student is on the
rocks. While we are slowly and painfully trying to
correct our short-comings, we have come to realize that
divorce requires friction. Friction in- tum is caused by
TWO bodies rubbing diversely rather than harmoniously.
It is our opinion that while sometimes in the past the
faculty was sincerely concerned about Kennesaw Junior
College, it has now run into stone walls. This type of
physical opposition tends to wear down one's energy.
Some of the faculty have never recovered. We have
found that iron pills help greatly to correct this
deficiency. We ask that some of the faculty try this
simple remedy. We of course realize that teaching is a
low paying profession but this prescription for iron pills
costs less than a pack of cigarettes, a cool mint julep, or
any item that requires more enthusiasm than money.
For those of the faculty who are absolutely destitute,
we will be happy to share our supply of pills with you in
the clinic.
We have been told that we must develop a closeness
for our college and not merely use it as a springboard to
a higher level university. However, when we see faculty
members who arrive here one minute before class and
leave immediately after with a speed that would stagger
Superman, we wonder exactly who is making Kennesaw
Junior College the springboard. Others tell us that we
must take an interest, that we do not care, that we do
not support this or that activity. A question arises in our
minds: Should the pot call the kettle black? As is the
norm in this type of institution, the air becomes so
clouded that we can no longer see clearly. Maybe this is
the source of the Kennesaw Junior College smog. We
want to meditate, contemplate, mediate, and activate.
Let's find a round table and try to make this institution
a real college before we suffocate.
Sincerely,
Survivors of J.Q.W.

What is a double petunia?
A petunia is a flower like a begonia. A begonia is a meat
like a sausage. j\ sausage-and-battery is a crime.
Monkeys crime trees. Tree's a crowd. A crow crowd in
the morning and made a noise. A noise is your face
between your eyes. Eyes is opposite of nays. A colt
nays. You go to bed with a colt, and wake up in the
morning with a case of double petunia.
From APPLIED IMAGINATION-A.F. Osborn

Campus Coed-Connie

lain

Letters to the editor

An athlete speaks
about intramural problems
Dear Editor:
The question has recently
been discussed concerning the
future of intercollegiate sports at
Kennesaw Junior College. I agree
that KJC is not prepared for an
intercollegiate program but what
is the future concerning the KJC
intramural program? I think that
future thoughts should not be
vested in establishing an intercollegiate program but in improving the present intramural
program. The intramural program at the. present time is in
fair condition but the future is
very shaky. I would like to
express thanks to Coaches
Norman and Waters for the
immediate success of the intramural program. These eager
beavers have gone beyond their
duties to uphold the future of
intramural sports at KJC. The
trouble should not be blamed on
Norman and Waters but on the
administration of KJC.
My first fault with this
program is the closing of tho:
gym doors at 5 :00 P.M. Students
are becoming tired and frustrat·.ed of having to leave the gym
dirty and disrespectful becaUse
an impatient security guard
chases them from the gym thus
prohibiting them from taking a
shower. Several students have.
stated that they are becoming

disturbed due to the fact that
they are being forced to leave
the school smelling like a
sardine. Why is it necessary and
vital to have every student
outside by 5 :00 P.M.? I make a
suggestion that the administration permit the gym doors to be
left open until the night classes
begin at 6:00 P.M. This would
enable students to shower and
dress without being threatened
to be locked inside the dressing
room by a security guard.
My second fault is very
serious and important. The idea
of a KJC clinic is a must for the
All opinions expressed in this
newspaper are the thoughts of
the authors of the articles and
editorials involved and do not
directly represent those opinions
held by the administration or
newspaper staff of Kennesaw
Junior College.
intramural program. There have
been two serious accidents in
intramural action this quarter.
These students could have been
treated here if there were proper
facilities, but valuable time was
lost rushing them to Kennestone
Hospital. I hope that these
serious accidents will open the
eyes of the administration to

establish a college clinic. A
student could possibly be saved
from death if there was a clinic
on campus.
I think that if students are
forced to pay extra-curricular
activity fees that they should be
entitled to have proper time to
vacate the gym and a proper
medical center. Could these
deficiencies be caused by the
lack of interest shown in intramural sports by many of the
members of the student body?
Sincerely,
Gerald Martin
Dear Editor:
All this business about the
Kennesaw Junior College clinic
is for the birds! Yes, I said-for
the BIRDS! It seems to me that
legitimate arguments have been
raised which would indicate a
definite need for a clinic on our
campus. However, so far there
has been no move by the
administration to establish any
type of medical facility here.
Two almost serious incidents
hav.e occurred on this campus
which prove the necessity for a
clinic. It is just fortunate that
these incidents didn't develop
into something truly serious or
the administration would have
been up against quite a problem.
Sincerely,
James C. Jackson

The"Green Sack"
WE "GUARD" YOUR MONEY •••
WE "UNO YOU SUPPORT"

WE "TACKLE" YOUR PROBLEMS•••
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OHN "TIL /lIIDNI.HT
flJDAY 6 SATI/ltDAY"TIL' AN.
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MARlmA, $A.
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•
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Circle K elects
spring quarter officers
The Circle K Club of Kennesaw Junior College has selected a
new slate of officers for the
spring quarter. The new officers
are Gerald Martin-president,
Mike Burns-vice president, Mike
Anderson-secretary, and Mike
Johnson-treasurer.
The members wish to welcome the new
officers to their positions as the
leaders of the Circle K. Club.
Also, the members express their
thanks to the retiring officers
who are Richard Wheeler-president, Chad Keith-vice president, Jon Myatt-secretary, and
Gerald Martin-treasurer.
Seven young ladies had their
names submitted to the members for approval as club Sweethearts.
The
members
unanimously decided that limita-

Socc and Buskin
makes a plea
for help

SEA President Linda Haynes and other club officers receive public relations award
from Mrs. Inez Morgan in recognition of their outstanding achievements.

SEA 'wins two honors
at convention in Athens
On February 14 and 15,nine
members of the Kennesaw Junior College Student Education
Association attended the state
convention which was held at
the Marriott Motor Hotel in
Atlanta, Georgia. Those attending the convention were Linda
Haynes-president, Kathy Aber-

nathy-vice president, Gail Conlee-secretary, and Stephanie Edison, Mike Kelly, Gerald Martin,
Jim Martin, and Mary Smith.
The theme of the convention
was "Take a Stand," which was
carried out throughout the entire convention. Former Gov.
Carl Sanders spoke to the

Work-study program
begun for students
The University of Georgia College of Education has recently
made available certina information concerning a scholarship
program which it is conducting in cooperation with the Atlanta
City Schools for prospective teachers at Kennesaw Junior College.
Under WSPET, a work-study Teacher aide responsibilities will
program for the preparation of range from clerical to semielementary school teachers, six- professional as the student progty students will be selected to resses in the program.
If selected for participation, a
participate during the school
student will receive a work
year 1969-70.
Twenty students will be se- scholarship of approximately
lected to participate each of the $750.00 (one-half at the beginthree quarters. To qualify for ning and one-half at the complethe program, the student must tion of the quarter's activities).
have completed one full year in From this amount the student
college prior to his assignment in will need to pay enrollment
the program, must plan to teach costs of approximately $84.00
in elementary school, must plan for the 8 hours credit earned at
to complete his academic pro- the University.
gram at the University of GeorStudents who are selected
gia after graduation from Kenne- and who desire to participate
saw Junior College, and should during their sophomore year
have completed an Introduction
should plan to complete their
to Education course.
degree requirements at Ken\ While participating in the nesaw Junior College prior to
program, the student will live at transferring to the university of
home with relatives in the Georgia, A similar program will
Atlanta area. During the quarter be available during their junior
he participates, the student will year at the University.
enroll either as a transient or
For further information and
regular student at the University
blanks,
students
of Georgia. He will enroll for application
should
contact
Mrs.
Inez
Morcredit in Educational Psychology
304 (5 hours) and Human gan, counselor at Kennesaw
College. Applications
Growth and Learning (3hours). Junior
Services performed as a teacher should be made as soon as
aide will provide laboratory possible since enrollment will be
experiences for the courses. limited.

The Socc and Buskin Players
are already formulating plans for
their production of "The Fantasticks" during spring quarter.
Participation in the tryouts was
very encouraging; however, the
limited number of parts in the
musical required that all of the
people who participated were
not selected to perform.
The director of 'The Fantasticks," Miss Charlotte Stephenson, wishes to emphasize to
those who were not cast that
there is an urgent need for
production assistants. These individuals will be called upon to
assist in any matters ranging
from stage design and construction to make-up and costume. Activities pertaining to
painting, lighting, and sound will
also be req uired.
A plea is also being made to
any student on campus who has
had technical experience in lighting and sound. A totally new
system for lighting facilities will
be maintained for "The Fantasticks" which will require
more difficult operation than
before.
Any student interest in applying for these positions should
contact Larry Fay, president of
The Socc and Buskin Players, at
the SENTINEL office in the
Student Services Building.

convention on the benefits of
education.
The Kennesaw Junior College
chapter of the SEA won recognition at this convention in two
major areas.
The chapter entered the scrap
book competition and won first
place in the competition. This
was the first time that a junior
college had received state recognition
in
public
relations.
Through the efforts of Stephanie
Edison, scrap book chairman,
the college was commended for
its fine work in the field of
public relations.
The second honor which the
KJC chapter won was the
election of one of their members, Gail Conlee, to state office
as historian for the 1969-70
college year.
The college chapter was cited
for its promotional work-letters
to high school students, newspaper articles, scrap book, and
orientation booths both on campus and in the community.

tions of the number of Sweethearts would be too difficult. As
a result, all seven were accepted
to fill the position. The Circle K
Sweethearts and Myra Collett,
Casey Fitts, Kay Franklin, Vicki
Holt,
Susan
Land,
Linda
Mitchell, and Patricia Young.
These seven Sweethearts will
serve the club in the capacity of
attending conventions with the
Circle K members, participating
in skits, and becoming involved
in various club activities.
Coordinating
their efforts
with the KJC Civitan Club, the
Circle K sponsored the election
of Mr. KJC and helped direct the
activities of the dance held on
March 1. On March 3, the Circle
K Club provided the entertainment for the Kiwanis Club
meeting in Atlanta, Georgia. The
entertainment was a combination of four skits depicting old
and new beliefs of society. The
humerous skits were written by
Josh Langston. The participants
in the skits were various club
members and the Circle K
Sweethearts.
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Gov. Sanders laughs with friends and fans.

in Georgia:

Political farce • • • fare?
In the Building for Continuing Education at the University

of Georgia, two men were
brought together in order to
have a debate. Unfortunately,
the debate never occurred. It is a
wonder to this writer that any
two grown men could become so
prominent in the nation and still
not be able to say anything that
makes sense.
The two men involved were
Howard H. "Do" Callaway and
Carl E. Sanders. One of them is a
former Governor. The other', a
gubernatorial candidate, almost
won the last election. Both men
are supposed to be well educated. It seems, though, that each
of these men was under the
impression that he was making a
typical, totally "American" p0litical speech. To this extent,
both gentlemen were holding
their own with the principles by
which one of these speeches is
usually given. In other words,
neither man said a thing which
could have possibly made sense
to any rational human on earth.
Therefore, my fellow Americans, it is with a heavy heart that
I report that nothing was accomplished. However, in the true

CaU8way.tens

to an argument.

tradition of American thought,
let me say in all fairness that
nothing was lost-nothing except
perhaps a little respect for the
intelligence of the people of this
fine state. How anyone could sit
through a "debate" of this
nature is beyond me.
Mr. Callaway began the "debate." His opening remarks had
the tinge of a political rally.
Vote G.O.P.!! Mr. Sanders said
that he was going to talk about
the two-party system in Georgia.
But did he? The answer is
obvious. The "debate" took a
turn for the worse when the first
question was posed to the
speakers ....
The question dealt with Mr.
Sanders' beliefs as to whether or
not the legislature made a wise
choice in selecting Lester Maddox as the Governor of Georgia.
In essence, Mr. Sanders' reply
was, "It was their business, not
mine." I would like to congratulate Mr. Sanders on his stand. He
was in true form when he said
that the election of a governor
was none of his business. Isn't it
funny though that he was once
Governor himseif'?
Mr. Callaway said that the

The true heroine--Mrs.

legislature had made a mistake in
choosing Mr. Maddox. I would
also like to congratulate Mr.
Callaway on his prolific thinking. He said that his party was in
tune with the times. He said that
any party oriented in this way
would win. Why then, Mr.
Callaway, did you lose?
The discussion continued. It
rambled back and forth from
Strom Thurmond's influence in
federal government to Jimmy
Bentley's effect -on the last
election. The clock had the only
face in the room that wasn't
sour!
During the course of the
program, it became quite clear
that both Mr. Callaway and Mr.
Sanders were on the ball-the
same ball. What these two men
disagreed on was nothing compared to what they agreed on.
A high point was reached.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but the
only person who made real sense
was Mrs. Nora Lawrence Smith.
After suffering through this
outrage for nearly an hour, Mrs.
Smith stood up and voiced a
question that was undoubtedly
going through everyone's mind.

Smith!

By Josh Langston
What she asked, in essence, was,
"Why are you wasting our time
and money?" Mrs. Smith, I
salute you!
Mrs. Smith has been with the
Georgia Press Association for
over fifty years and is presently
the editor of the Wirejlass
Stockman and Farmer. She and I
have come from two worlds that
are opposite in almost every
way, yet I find it encouraging to
think that anyone who is so
distinctly different from me
could think in a fashion similar
to mine.
As I came away from the
"debate," I could see why Mr.
Maddox was elected. I do not
agree with many of his policies.
In fact, I don't think I really
agree with any of them. I do,
however, respect the man for
one thing-when he speaks, he
tries to say something. Usually,
one can understand him even if
one does not like what he has to
say.
I have probably said too
much. I am not worried though.
I doubt that either of the parties
that Mr. Callaway or Mr. Sanders
represent will be gunning for me
in the future.

Sanders makes a point.

Life in the
Division of
Natural Sciences
offers much variety
Photography by Marty King
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Dr. Joseph Fetcher
speaks for spring
religious emphasis
Dr. Joseph Fletcher was recently chosen as the 1969 Religious
Empahsis speaker for Kennesaw Junior College. He spoke to the
students in the college gym on Friday, March 7, at 9 :45 A. M. All
10 A. M. classes met at 12 P.M. that day in order to give the
entire student body an opportunity to hear Dr. Fletcher's lecture.

These are the awards THE SENTINEL received.

Gov. Lester Maddox gives
ttcomments" to students
Governor
Lester Maddox
addressed the members of the
Georgia College Press Association at their annual convention
held in the Center for Continuing Education of the University of Georgia, in Athens, on
February 22,1969.
His opening remarks were
directed toward the Georgia
College Press Association.
"I appreciate this opportunity to talk with members of
the Georgia College Press Association, but, after looking at
your program, t <believe you
might have invited the wrong
person. After seeing that you
had invited Carl Sanders, "Bo"
Callaway, and Jimmy Carter, it
occurred to jne that Virginia
might have more to say of
interest to you that I would."

Attending this luncheon at
which the Governor was the
honored speaker was Lou Erick-

I'..,-a-mpt
Ipeeial:S5·

son, nationally famous political
cartoonist
for the Atlanta
JOURNAL. As a result, Gov.
Maddox could not resist the
opportunity to offer his criticism of the cartoonist's ability.
He quipped, "I hope Erick will
take this opportunity to study
my ears and glasses and try to be
a little more accurate in drawing
his daily cartoon strip. Actually,
Mr. Erickson's symbolism in his
drawings is pretty accurate. He
makes my ears look like 'Dumbo
the
Elephant's'
because he
knows that I am the first
Governor who has really listened
to the rank-and-file citizens of
this State. The big glasses
symbolize my ability to look
into dark comers and smokefilled rooms and see things
which no other governor has
apparently been able to see.
"I am usually drawn with my
sleeves rolled up because everybody knows that I'm a working
Governor and not just a
figurehead. I think the little
round tummy is a good deal
exaggerated, but I assume that
this is intended to symbolize the
fact that I have the guts to say
and do what I believe is right."

Dr. Fletcher is the author of
Situation Ethics, the leading
textbook of the "new morality"
published by Westminister Press
in 1966. A nutshell summary of
Situation Ethics is found on the
backflap of the cover of the
book itself: "The sensational
deductions which the author
draws for this premise include
the bold statement that any acts,
even lying, premarital. sex, abortion, adultry, murder could -be
all right - depending on the
situation. Because whatever is
the most loving things in the
situation is the right and good
thing. It is not excusably evil. it
is positively good."

Governor Maddox continued,
"Actually, I believe that editorial cartoonists are, in themselves,
a symbol. More than anything
else, perhaps, they symbolize the
freedom of the press. And, no
matter how bitter, no matter
how cruel, and no matter how
unfair the editorial cartoonist's
pen is to me personally, I would
sacrifice my career, my fortune-yes, even my life-to keep this
symbol of freedom alive and
unchained. "

Lrnew

has a
new gi~friencI?

In conclusion, the Governor
offered the members of the
Georgia College Press Association a challenge. He said,
"Whenever you have occasion to
write about anything or about
nobody, give the final product
this test:

Think it ova; over coffee.
TheThink Drink. .

"Does it serve a worthwhile
purpose?
"Is it fair?
"Is it true?
"If your final answer is
affirmative in all three instances,
then you, as a journalist, will
have fulfilled your duty to the
public."

The Symposium Committee
of Cobb County was responsible
for bringing Dr. Fletcher to
Marietta. In addition to being
the Religious Emphasis speaker,
he was featured as a principle
lecturer in the 1969 Symposium,
"The Progress of Man Toward
the Year 2000." This event was
co-sponsored by the Cobb County Medical Society, Cobb Judicial Circuit Bar Association, Kennesaw Junior College, and the
Marietta-Smyrna Ministerial Association.
The program for the symposium also featured five other
speakers. who are distinguished
professionals.
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ENTER: HOSIMUS MAXIMUS
INTRODUCTORY
FLIGHT LESSON
If you can drive a car, you
can fly a Piper. We'll prove it
to you, with our TRY-A·
FliGHT special offer. Just
bring yourself and $5. One of
our professional instructors
will take you up in a modern,
low-wing, easy-to-fly Pi~er
Cherokee. You'll fly it during
your very first lesson! See
what fun it is ... what interesting people you meet •.. when
you fly a Piper. And you get
places faster, too. See what
it's like ••• for only $5 .•. during our TRY-A-FLIGHT spe..cial offer. Stop in nowl
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arr acnvines, Inc.
McCOLLUM

AIRPORT

Distinguishing Characteristics: Usually very original.
in looks due to customizing, beautiful feet (wearing
American, Fenton, or Micky Thompson Mag~ topped
with Mohawk, Denman, or Pirelli Tires), and eyegrabbing performance.
The Hosimus Maximus (sometimes referred to as
the "Hoss") is recognized by its powerful cry
and occasional screeching.
Habitat: The "Hoss" is sometimes found in
among less splendid of its species, the Heapus
Norollimus, but the tracks are easily recognized
due to their distinct black color. The feeding
grounds for the "Hoss" is -

JOHNSON

TIRE SERVICE, INC.

Let them make a Hosimus Maximus out of your Heapus Norollimus.

TELEPHONE 422·4300

Guaranteed Recapping

737 Roswell St., Marietta, 427-5591
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Hopefully • • •
the last days
of snow
have left KJC
Photography by Jim Cahill
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Vultures fight hard
to gain victory
in women's basketball

Mrs. Linda May and Myra Medford jump to begin second half action in women's
intramurals.

Update!
At press time, the final game
in women's intramural basketball competition had been played. After a heated match between two excellent teams, the
Robins defeated the Aardvarks
36 to 32 in a close game.

WomeNs intramural action in
basketball at KJC has developed
into quite a battle for first place.
Rivalries among the two top
teams coupled with the outstanding improvement of the
third place team has initiated an
exciting' run for the top spot for
winter quarter.
On Thursday, February 20,
the Eaglettes met the Cardinals
in what proved to be an eventful
match. Led by the almost
single-handed efforts of Susan
Land, who scored 23 points, the
Eaglettes were able to soundly
defeat the Cardinals with a score
of 34 to 17.
The following Thursday, February 27, brought the most
exciting game of the season. The
Aardvarks, going into the game
undefeated, met the Robins,
who had previously lost only
one game to the Aardvarks.
Followers of the basketball
season at KJC had predicted that
this game would be a show-down
between the driving ability of
Beverly Butler of the Robins and
the set shooting ability of Myra
Medford of the Aardvarks. However, this was not to be the case.
Early in the first quarter of
action, Miss Medford injured an
already ailing knee and was
forced to leave the game. Also,
the excellent defense provided

by the Aardvarks kept Miss
Butler to an unusual low point
score.
The surprise of the game
proved to be the excellent
shooting of the Robins' Jane
Burgess, who came through with
28 points.
Despite a third quarter effort
by the "Medford-less" Aardvarks, the Robins were simply
destined to win the game with a
final score of Robins-42 and
Aardvarks-36.
On Tuesday, February 18,
comedy action was seen on the
KJC basketball courts as the
Vultures (alias women's faculty
team) met the Aardvarks. Needless to say, the Vultures were
determined to regain the winning status they had achieved
during fall quarter with their
victorious volleyball team.
It could be said that it was
just a bad day for the Aardvarks,
but it is certain that the Vultures
were eager to do their best to
win. At any rate, the Aardvarks
struggled to fmally win the game
with a score of 37 to 28.
High scorer for the Vultures
was Coach Margaret Waters with
18 points and high scorer for the
Aardvarks was Myra Medford
with 16 points.

THE
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Store-Wide Savings!
BRAND NAME CLOTHES
Myra Medford shoots for two points as members of
the Vultures' team watch.
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Men's intramural action
•
•
sees Faculty team winning

/

Height pays as Mr. TeBeest scores another two points
for the Faculty.

In the men's intramural competition on Monday, February
24, the Gamecocks took on the
Roadrunners in a heated game of
basketball. The Gamecocks took
control of the first quarter by
scoring 14 points while the
Roadrunners could only sink 11.
During the second quarter, the
Roadrunners attempted in vain
to overtake their opponent's
lead but could only manage 13
points to the Gamecocks' 17 to
end the game at halftime with
the score, Gamecocks 31 and
Roadrunners 24.
The third quarter was almost
an exact duplicate of the first as
the Gamecocks scored 14 points
to the Roadrunners' 12. The
fourth quarter which was probably the most exciting feature
of the game was held down by
the Roadrunners who executed a
dramatic comeback by scoring
16 points. The astonished Gamecocks could only score 4 points.
This ended the game with the
Roadrunners beating the Gamecocks 53 to 49.
Scorers for the Roadrunners
were Eddie Keith-l 9 , Mike
Duger-15,
Steve Brown-7,
Henry
Kaymierski-7,
and
Daniel Nunely-5. Scorers for
the Gamecocks were Paul Bickers-12, Bill Beddingfield -14,
Eddie
Gomez-9,
Don
Lucas-12,
and Tyron Copeland-2.
The next intramural action
on Tuesday, February 25, saw
the Cheetas challenge the Faculty to an evenly matched

basketball game. The Cheetas' 9
points in. the first quarter were
not enough to lead the 13 points
which the Faculty put upon the
score board. And the second
quarter was no different as the
score at the end of the first half
was Faculty 30 and Cheetas 23.
During the third quarter, the
Faculty again outscored the
Cheetas 23 points to 9 and
literally ran away with the
remainder of the game. The final
score was Faculty 71 and Cheetas 53.
Scorers for the Faculty were
TeBeest-33, Coach Norman-14, Mr. Rogers-6, Coach
Palmer-4, Mr. Scott-13, and
Mr. Dalton-I.
Scorers for the
Cheetas were Eddie Lee-26,
Silas Brown-l 3, Bob DeWolfe-8, and Mike Hillhouse-6.
Mr.

After the defeat by the
Faculty, the Cheetas were determined to regain their confidence
in a basketball game on Wednesday, February 26, against the
Pumas. However, the Pumas
outscored the Cheetas 13 to 10
in the first quarter. They began

to gain on the effort of the
Pumas in the second quarter and
ended the half with the score of
27 to 25 in favor of the Pumas.
Determination to win and
excellent shooting ability proved
the secret of the second half for
the Cheetas as they rallied to
win the game over the Pumas
with a score of 59 to 50.
Scorers for the Cheetas were
Charlie
Johnson-20,
Eddie
Lee-19, Silas Brown-lO, Hugh
Orr-4, Bob DeWolfe-4, and
Mike Hillhouse-2. Scorers for
the Pumas were Joe Hawkins-25 , Richard Royals-lO,
David Trout-7,
Nathan MeCloud-4, Mike Rohner-3, and
Joseph Overhouser-l.

Update!
At press time, the final game
in men's intramural basketball
competition at Kennesaw Junior
College had been played. First
place goes to the Apes.
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Mrs. TeBeest tips the ball in basketball action in
men's intramurals.
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Coca-Cola has
the taste you
never get
tired of.
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Distinctive Style t;lnd Value
at Moderate Prices
Specializing in Collegiate Casual Attire

LOUIS H. STONE CO.

BonLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF
THE MARlEnA COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Wholesale and Retail Men's Apparel

The Marietta Coca-Coia

76 Faurth St., N.W. (Rear entrance)
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Wrestling at KJC--

A desire to win
with strength and stamina
Photography by Jim Cahill
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